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Company: Hassan Abul

Location: Hawally

Category: other-general

Job description: MechanicalEngineer contributes to achieving the departmental objectives by

maintaining and repairing the mechanical components and equipment and establishing

plansfor conducting preventive maintenance ensuring that the whole equipment workwith

the highest performance on a regular basis. Duties and responsibilities: Establish a plan for

conducting preventive maintenancefor the machines in coordination with the job

stakeholders.Conduct tests for the whole machine, ensuring thatthey work with the highest

performance and quality.Maintain and repair CNC machines and other machinesand

equipment in the factory.Responsible for troubleshooting issues and fixing themaiming to

maximize reliability and functionality Discover the problems in complicated mechanical

grids,isolate the issue, and solve it.Working with machines, using hand tools, and

handlingsmall components requires manual dexterity.Look at mechanical grids and evaluate

them for anyproblems, to make sure they are being installed correctly.Identify issues and take

corrective measures to fixproblems with mechanical components.Following and maintaining all

safety standards andregulations in daily operations.Commit to the estimated time frame

to repair anyequipment, conduct periodic maintenance, and perform testing for the

existingmachines.Conduct reports with the latest maintenance operationsto be submitted to

the line manager on time. Skills: Bachelor’sdegree in mechanical engineering or a relevant field

is required.Minimum 3-5years of experience as a mechanical maintenance engineer in the

wood industry.Ability toconduct maintenance and testing for high-tech machines in

factories.Familiar withthe manufacturing environment and procedures.Ability toread and

interpret mechanical drawings and electrical schemes.ExcellentAnalytical and problem-
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solving skills.Ability tosolve complicated issues that have relevance to maintenance promptly

andeffectively.Previousexperience in repairing various types of equipment in the wood

industry.Outstandingtime management and flexibility skills with the ability to conduct

periodic andpreventive maintenance for whole machines in the factory.Proficiencyin Microsoft

Office programs including Word, Excel, and PowerPoint.Excellentverbal and written

communication skills.
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